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Summary
Objectives: For planning hospital information systems
it is important to recognize the interrelation between
business processes and the communication needs be-
tween supporting application systems. We therefore
present an approach to model, visualize and analyze
those interdependencies.
Methods: The approach is based on the concepts de-
fined in 3LGM2, a meta-model to describe health in-
formation systems (HIS). An information process is
defined as a sequence of functions using or updating
information; a communication path as a sequence of
communication links between interfaces belonging
to application systems. The search for communication
paths belonging to an information process is inter-
preted as an all-pairs shortest-paths problem. To solve
this problem the Floyd-Warshall algorithm is applied.
Results: The resulting algorithm has been implemented
as function of the 3LGM2 tool, a tool to create 3LGM2

compliant models. With it, it is possible to interactively
define information processes at the domain layer and
to analyze step by step whether the infrastructure
at the logical tool layer is sufficient to communicate
necessary data between application systems.
Conclusions: The presented approach enables the
representation and analysis of dependencies between
information processes and communication paths.
With it, the HIS architecture is directly associated
with the business needs. This is an important condition
for the systematic planning of hospital information
systems.
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1. Introduction
The optimization and redesign of business
processes in hospitals is an important chal-
lenge for hospitals in the next years. Al-
though the support of business processes
by computer-based information processing
tools is not the cure-all [1], the implemen-
tation of business processes without them is
not imaginable. This is where hospital in-
formation management must decide which
application components suit best, which
communication interfaces and communi-
cation links are necessary, which communi-
cation standards and which message types
must be supported – in short: what is an op-
timal HIS architecture to support the busi-
ness processes and fulfill the resulting in-
formation needs. In particular, the introduc-
tion of new application components and the
replacement of legacy systems [2] need a
detailed specification concerning the com-
munication with other existing application
components. This applies especially for
hospital information systems following an
architectural style, stamped by a great va-
riety of application components of many
different vendors which all have their own
database systems. Such an architecture
implicates distributed and redundant data
storage, a serious problem concerning e.g.
data integrity.

For business process modeling and simu-
lation, there are a lot of useful tools avail-
able, which concentrate on the domain layer
where conceptual models can be built, con-
sidering information processing tools as re-
sources that do not have to be specified
any more (see e.g. [3-5]). There are no tools
available for modeling especially the in-
formation processing aspects of business
processes and the consequences for the
communication between application sys-

tems, and thus, can give answers to in-
formation management questions arising in
this context, like:
● On what paths can data, representing

needed information, be transported from
the storing database system to the pro-
cessing application systems?

● On what paths can data, representing
produced information, be transported
from the processing application com-
ponent to the storing database system (or
systems in case there is redundant stor-
ing)?

● Does the hospital information system of
a certain hospital provide a suitable in-
frastructure (communication links, inter-
faces, message types, application com-
ponents, etc.) for transporting the data?
Will some additionally planned com-
ponents be sufficient for constructing the
needed infrastructure?

To overcome this problem we will present
an approach that associates the information
needs of business processes with their sup-
porting application systems and the com-
munication between them. In order to focus
especially on the information processing
aspects of business processes, we refer to
those processes as information processes.
The presented approach aims to visualize
those processes, and also to evaluate if there
are weaknesses concerning the information
processing infrastructure which hinder a
smooth implementation of the business pro-
cesses.

After a short review on the state-of-the-
art about process management in healthcare
in chapter 2, we define information pro-
cesses and communication paths in the con-
text of 3LGM2 – a metamodel to model hos-
pital information systems. In chapter 3 we
present a method to automatically derive
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communication paths from information
processes. This chapter is accompanied by a
fictive example. In chapter 5 we show the
application within the 3LGM2 tool. The
paper finishes with a short discussion.

2. Process Management
in Health Care
Traditionally, patient care is a process in-
volving a lot of different actors (departments,
persons, etc.). These actors must efficiently
work together to improve quality of care [6]
and patient satisfaction, and to reduce costs.
To improve those processes, methods and
tools for business process modeling have
been successfully applied to health care pro-
jects (e.g. [7-9]), particularly to solve opti-
mization problems in bounded areas.

As hospital functions are more and more
supported by computer-based application
systems, the integration of those in-
formation processing tools is also a great
challenge. For health care a lot of standards
for integrating application systems (see e.g.
[10-13]) and also architectural approaches
[14, 15] have been developed and are now-
adays applied successfully in clinical rou-
tine. In information management sciences,
these considerations are nowadays sub-
sumed under the modern concepts of ‘enter-
prise application integration’(EAI) (see e.g.
[16, 17]) related to more technical aspects,
and ‘enterprise architecture planning’
(EAP) (see e.g. [18-20]) related to more
strategic aspects.

Even though today’s hospital informa-
tion systems are primarily department-
oriented, the idea of process-oriented hospi-
tal information systems has become widely
accepted. Software industries tend to devel-
op integrated application systems which
cover a wide range of hospital functions
[21]. The usage of workflow management
systems is discussed [22, 23], and the devel-
opment of component-based hospital in-
formation systems is pushed [24, 25]. In the
context of implementing clinical pathways,
the IT architecture of hospital information
systems must reflect those business pro-
cesses [26, 27].

As hospital information systems get in-
creasingly complex and probably will
change to health information systems in the
near future [28], hospital architecture plan-
ning will become a challenging task for in-
formation management and needs efficient
methods and tools to design process-
oriented architectures of hospital infor-
mation systems which do not only support
isolated hospital functions but also the in-
formation flow needed for efficient patient
care.

Therefore, we need efficient planning
tools to represent and analyze the static
architecture as well as dynamical aspects of
hospital information systems.

3. Information Processes and
Communication Paths in
the Context of 3LGM2

3.1 Formalizing 3LGM2 Concepts
Using Algebraic Structures

In [29] we presented the three-layer graph-
based meta model (3LGM2) which defines
an ontology to describe the static archi-
tecture of hospital information systems.
Now we want to add means for representing
and analyzing dynamic aspects to this
approach by introducing information
processes and communication paths. In the
following we therefore will use and formal-
ize those 3LGM2 concepts out of [29] using
algebraic structures that are relevant for
their definition and the mapping of in-
formation processes to communication
paths.

The domain layer of 3LGM2 describes a
hospital independent of its implementation
by its enterprise functions. An enterprise
function is a kind of regulation for human
or technical action to reach a certain goal.
Enterprise functions therefore need infor-
mation of a certain type about physical or
virtual things of the hospital. These types of
information are represented as entity types.
The access of an enterprise function to an
entity type can be in a using or an updating
manner.

In the following ET denotes a finite set of
entity types, EF a finite set of enterprise
functions, and ACCESSES ⊂ EF × ET ×
{using, updating} a relation that describes
which entity types are used or/and updated
by which enterprise function.

The logical tool layer concentrates on
application components supporting enter-
prise functions.Application components are
responsible for the processing, storage and
transportation of data. Component inter-
faces ensure the communication among ap-
plication components. A component inter-
face can receive or send messages of a cer-
tain message type. For the communication
among application components communi-
cation links can be defined as relations be-
tween two communication interfaces, one
being the sender of a message, the other one
being the receiver. Each communication
link is specified by the entity types which in
fact are communicated.

In the following, let AC denote a finite
set of application components, and CI a
finite set of component interfaces. Further-
more let owns: CI → AC be a function de-
noting the application component, which
owns a certain component interface.

Between concepts of the different layers
there exist so-called interlayer relation-
ships, which describe the dependencies be-
tween model elements belonging to differ-
ent layers. In this paper, we use the follow-
ing interlayer relationships:
● An enterprise function is supported by a

set of application components, expressed
by the relation SUPPORTS ⊂ ACC × EF,
ACC ⊂ P(AC)a. Elements of ACC are
called application component configur-
ations.

● Entity types can be transported by a com-
munication link between two application
components, expressed by the relation
CL ⊂ CI × CI × P(ET)b.

In the following, these concepts will be used
to define information processes and com-
munication paths.

a P(AC) denoting the power set of AC
b P(ET) denoting the power set of ET
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3.2 3LGM2 Information Process
We refer to an information process as a se-
quence of enterprise functions using and/or
updating information about entities. Look-
ing at 3LGM2, an information process de-
scribes dynamic aspects of the domain layer.
Formally, we define a 3LGM2 information
process as follows:

Again let ET be a set of entity types, EF
be a set of enterprise functions, ACCESSES
be a relation denoting which entity types are
used or updated by which enterprise func-
tions.

A tuple

(ef1, ..., efn), efi ∈ EF, i = 1. .n; n ∈ ΙΝ

is called 3LGM2 information process if, and
only if

∀ efi, i = 1 . . n – 1: ∃(efi, et´, updating), (efj,
et´´, using) ∈ACCESSES: et´ = et´´ ∧ j > i.

This condition expresses a rather loose inner
connectivity within the sequence of func-
tions, saying that each function – except the
last one of the sequence – must update at
least one entity type, which has to be used by
one of the succeeding functions.

Example

Given

ET := {order, result, patient, case}
EF := {patient admission, order entry, cre-
ation and dispatch of results, receipt and
presentation of results}
ACCESSES := {(order entry, order, updat-
ing), (creation and dispatch of results, order,
using), (creation and dispatch of results, re-

sult, updating), (receipt and presentation of
results, result, using)},

the tuple

IP := (order entry, creation and dispatch of
results, receipt and presentation of results)

is a 3LGM2 information process. A graphi-
cal illustration is given in Figure 1. The
entity types themselves do not belong to the
information process, and are just shown to
understand the condition which has to be
fulfilled. The enterprise functions are taken
from [30].

At this point we deliberately restrict us to
rather elementary information processes
without concurrencies and branches in
order to reduce the complexity at the logical
tool layer. If we want to examine more com-
plex information processes we have to de-
compose them into those elementary ones.
An information process is regarded on a
rather abstract level. It just describes the in-
terdependencies of enterprise function in
terms of information. In this respect our
definition of ‘process’ considerably differs
from traditional views.

From an information process we can de-
rive so-called information process steps. Let
IP be an information process, IP = (ef1, …,
efn), , efi ∈ EF, i = 1 .. n; n ∈ IN. Furthermore
let position: IP × EF → IN be a function
which returns the position of ef within IP for
a given enterprise function ef.

A tuple

(ef´, ef´´, et), ef´, ef´´ ∈ EF, et ∈ ET

is called information process step of IP if
and only if

(ef´, et, updating) ∈ ACCESSES ∧ (ef´´, et,
using) ∈ ACCESSES ∧ position(IP, ef´´) >
position(IP, ef´)

Example

Let us again look at the information process

IP = (order entry, creation and dispatch of
results, receipt and presentation of results).

We can determine two information process
steps of IP, namely

ips1 = (order entry, creation and dispatch of
results, order) and

ips2 = (creation and dispatch of results, re-
ceipt and presentation of results, result)

3.3 An Elementary 3LGM2

Communication Path
We refer to an elementary communication
path as a sequence of communication links
between application components, necessary
to satisfy the information needs given by an
information process. An elementary com-
munication path describes dynamic aspects
of the logical tool layer of 3LGM2.

Given areAC a set of application compo-
nents, CI a set of components interfaces, CL
a set of communication links and owns a
function denoting the application com-
ponent, which owns a certain component in-
terface.

A tuple

(cl1, ..., cln), cli = (ci1
cli, ci2

cli, {et1
cli, ...,

etn
cli}) ∈ CL, i := 1. .n; n, m ∈ ΙΝ

is called elementary communication path if
and only if

∀ clj, clj + 1 ∈ CL, j := 1..(n – 1): owns (ci2
clj)

= owns (ci1
clj + 1)

The condition expresses that for each pair of
communication links clj, clj + 1 where clj is the
direct predecessor of clj + 1, the receiver of clj

must be owned by the same application com-
ponent as the sender of clj + 1. This conditionFig. 1 Example of an information process (ovals: entity types; rectangles: enterprise functions)
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ensures the inner connectivity of the com-
munication path which is in fact guaranteed
by the application components (see Fig. 2).

Example

Given

AC := (OES, CS, LIS, DMAS),

CI := (ci1, ci2, ci3, ci4, ci5, ci6, ci7, ci8, ci9,
ci10),

CL := {(ci1, ci2, {order}), (ci3, ci4, {order}),
(ci5, ci6, {result}), (ci7, ci8, {result}), (ci9,
ci10, {result})},

ACC := ({OES}, {LIS}, {DMAS}).

owns with owns(ci1) = owns(ci10) := OES,
owns(ci2) = owns(ci3) owns(ci6) = owns(ci7)
:= CS, owns(ci4) = owns(ci5) := LIS,
owns(ci8) = owns(ci9) := DMAS

The tuples

ecp1 := ((ci1, ci2, {order}), (ci3, ci4,
{order})),

ecp2 := ((ci5, ci6, {result}), (ci7, ci8, {re-
sult}), (ci9, ci10, {result}))

are elementary communication paths. A
graphical illustration is given in Figure 3,
which shows two elementary communi-
cation paths differentiated through the co-
lors of the component interfaces and com-
munication links. The light-gray communi-
cation interfaces and communication links
represent ecp1, the dark-gray communi-
cation interfaces and communication links
represent ecp2.

4. Mapping 3LGM2

Information Processes on
Elementary 3LGM2

Communication Paths
If we understand a 3LGM2 information pro-
cess to be a kind of requirements specifi-
cation for the logical tool layer, it is not suf-

ficient to describe information processes
and communication paths independently.
The more important aspect is what kind of
communication between application com-
ponents is necessary to enable the execution
of an information process. The structure of
the resulting communication path depends
on the individual architecture of the logical
tool layer, i.e. where data are stored, pro-
cessed and communicated.

In the following, we present an algorithm
which – for a given 3LGM2 information
process – will result in a set of correspond-
ing elementary communication paths at the
logical tool layer. Therefore, we will define
three steps:
● Step 1: Derive a communication matrix

for each entity type belonging to an in-
formation process step of the given in-
formation process.

● Step 2: Calculate all shortest paths be-
tween communication interfaces.

● Step 3: Find an elementary communi-
cation path for each information process
step.

In the following, again let ET, EF, AC-
CESSES, AC, CI, CL and owns be as be-
fore, IP := (ef1, …, efn), n ∈ IN an in-

formation process and IPS the set of in-
formation process steps of IP.

4.1 Step 1: Derive a
Communication Matrix for each
Entity Type Belonging to an
Information Process Step of the
Given Information Process
For each et ∈ ET we can define a communi-
cation matrix Ret representing all communi-
cation links which can transport et.The rows
and columns of such a matrix represent the
communication interfaces in CI. A com-
munication matrix is defined as follows:

A matrix

Ret := (rij
et), i, j:= 1.. CI

with

1 ⇔ (∃(cii, cij, ET*) ∈ CL:
rij

et ={et ∈ ET*) ∨ owns (cii) = owns (cij)

0 otherwise

is called communication matrix for et.

Fig. 2 The inner connectivity of a communication process (ci: communication interface; cl: communication link; ac: appli-
cation component)

Fig. 3 Elementary communication paths. Large boxes: application components, small boxes: communication interfaces;
arrows: communication links, arrow labels: entity types transmitted. Arrow numbers: sequence of communication links with-
in a communication process
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Example

In our example we will get the communi-
cation matrix Rresult for the entity type result
as shown in Figure 4.

4.2 Step 2: Calculate All Shortest
Paths between Communication
Interfaces

Let us now return to our information pro-
cess IP = (ef1, …, efn), the set of information
process steps IPS, and the communication
matrix Ret for each ips = (ef1, ef2, et) ∈ IPS.
For each ips we can determine a correspond-
ing elementary communication path ecpips

as follows:

The elementary communication path
will have to start at a communication inter-
face owned by an application component
supporting ef1 and will have to end at a com-
munication interface owned by an appli-
cation component supporting ef2. All com-
munication interfaces belonging to the pro-
cess will have to send or receive the entity
type et.

To derive an elementary communication
path between a start and an end component
interface to transport et, we have to know
possible paths between any two component
interfaces. To solve this all-pair shortest-
path problem we apply the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm [31].

This algorithm needs a cost matrix Cet

and a predecessor matrix Pet.

Therefore, let us return to the communi-
cation matrices Ret. Each matrix Ret is an ad-
jacency matrix of a directed, labeled graph.
In our case, the rows and columns represent
the component interfaces ci1, …, cin ∈ CI,
n = |CI|. Communication between two com-
ponent interfaces cii and cij is possible if
rij = 1, i.e., if there exists a communication
link between these component interfaces or
if the component interfaces belong to the
same application component. For the sake
of simplicity we fix the cost for each exist-
ing communication link to 1. So, it is suffi-
cient to transform the given adjacency ma-
trix to a modified adjacency matrix, where
all 1 and all 0 of the diagonal persist, and all
other 0 are replaced with ∞. This modified
adjacency matrix is our cost matrix.

The predecessor matrix can be derived from
the cost matrix.

Example

The cost matrix and the predecessor matrix
of the entity type result look as shown in
Figure 5.

Fig. 4
Communication matrix of
the entity type result.

Fig. 5 Left: cost matrix of the entity type result; right: predecessor matrix of the entity type result
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As result of the Floyd-Warshall algo-
rithm we get the path matrix Wet = (wij

et) and
the distance matrix Det = (dij

et) for each
et ∈ ET as shown in Figure 6.

The distance matrix quotes one shortest
path between two communication interfaces
ci´ and ci´´. If there are more shortest paths
between two communication interfaces it
belongs to the processing sequence of the
communication interfaces which path is de-
termined.

The path matrix may be used to track
back the path between ci´ and ci´´ as fol-
lows: the element pij

et of Pet represents that
communication interface which is prede-
cessor of cij on the shortest path from cii to
cij. So, we can determine the predecessor of
ci´´ on the shortest path from ci´ to ci´´, the
predecessor of the predecessor of ci´´ on the
shortest path from ci´ to ci´´ etc. until we
reach ci´. If we read the resulting sequence
of communication interfaces starting from
the back, we get a tuple of communication
interfaces (ci´, …, ci´´) representing the
shortest path between ci´ and ci´´ communi-
cating et, and thus, the way from the appli-
cation component which owns ci´ to the ap-
plication component which owns ci´´. The
resulting tuple of communication interfaces
can easily be transformed into a tuple of
communication links.

4.3 Step 3: Find an Elementary
Communication Path for each
Information Process Step

Let (ci1, …, cim), m ∈ IN be a tuple of com-
munication interfaces resulting from step 2.

A tuple

ecp := (cl1, ..., cln – 1) with cli :=
(cii, cii + 1, ET*) ∈ CL

is the corresponding tuple of communi-
cation links. ecp is an elementary communi-
cation process.

Now let acc´, acc´´ be application com-
ponent configurations with (acc´, ef ´),
(acc´´, ef ´´) ∈ SUPPORTSc. We assume
that application components belonging to
one application component configuration
are able to communicate unrestrictedly with
each other and thus, the application compo-
nent configuration can be considered as one
(large) application component.

Furthermore, let

CIacc´ := {ci ∈ CI | owns(ci) ∈ acc´} be the
set of all component interfaces belonging to
any of the application components of acc´,

CIacc´´ := {ci ∈ CI | owns(ci) ∈ acc´´} be the
set of all component interfaces belonging to
any of the application components of acc´´.

To find a shortest path between any appli-
cation component of acc´ and any appli-
cation component of acc´´ to communicate
et we can transform the distance matrix Det

to Det´:

Det´ := (dij
et´) with

dij
et, if cii ∈ CIacc´,

(dij
et´) := { ^ cij ∈ CI acc´´

∞, otherwise

The shortest path between any component
interface belonging to an application com-
ponent of acc´ and any component inter-
face belonging to an application component
of acc´´ is the path between those two
component interfaces ci´ and ci´´ where
d(ci´, ci´´) = min(dij).

We can now determine a tuple of com-
munication interfaces (ci1, …, cik), k ∈ IN,
from the path matrix representing a shortest
path between ci´ and ci´´, ci´ = ci1, ci´´ = cik

and transform this tuple into a tuple of com-
munication links as shown.

Example

In our example we will look now at the fol-
lowing information process step:

c If there exist more then one application com-
ponent configuration for an enterprise function, it
is the task of the user of the algorithm to choose
one of them.

Fig. 6 Left: path matrix of the entity type result; right: distance matrix of the entity type result
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(creation and dispatch of results, receipt and
presentation of results, result).

The enterprise function creation and dis-
patch of results is supported by the appli-

cation component configuration {LIS}, the
enterprise function receipt and presentation
of results is supported by the application
component configuration {OES}. In this
example, all application component con-

figurations consist of just one application
component. The transformed distance ma-
trix looks as shown in Figure 7.

min(dij) = 5, i = 5, j = 10.

The shortest path between LIS and OES is
the path (ci5, ci6, ci7, ci8, ci9, ci10) from ci5 to
ci10. The corresponding elementary com-
munication path is ((ci5, ci6, {result}, (ci7,
ci8, {result}, (ci9, ci10, {result})).

5. Application
The presented algorithm was implemented
within the 3LGM2 tool [32], a tool for mod-
eling 3LGM2 compliant models of hospital
information systems. At the domain layer,
information processes can be modeled in-

Fig. 7
Transformed distance ma-
trix for the entity type re-
sult

Fig. 8 Modeling and analyzing information processes with the 3LGM2 tool
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teractively. The 3LGM2 tool evaluates the
correctness of an information process dur-
ing the modeling activity and proposes just
such functions to be included to the in-
formation process which fulfill the precon-
dition defined in section 3.2. The in-
formation process in Figure 8 consists of the
functions numbered by [1-5]. The in-
formation process step (Administrative Ad-
mission, Radiol. Examination, {patient})
that is looked at is highlighted. Our algo-
rithm determines automatically, that for per-
forming a radiological examination, patient
data which has been generated during pa-
tient admission has to be transported from
the Patient Management System to the
Radiology Information System via the com-
munication server and the Medhost compo-
nent. In Figure 8 the associated elementary
communication path at the logical tool layer
is highlighted. The communication links
used to transport necessary data from the
PMS to the RIS are also numbered consecu-
tively.

In the dialogue window of the in-
formation process you can navigate through
the information process steps and trace the
communication paths at the logical tool
layer.

6. Discussion
In this paper we presented an approach
which can support information managers
modeling the architecture of their in-
formation system, focusing on the inter-
dependencies between information pro-
cesses and communication paths. For a
given 3LGM2 model of a hospital in-
formation system and a given information
process, this approach enables us to evaluate
if there are weaknesses at the logical tool
layer, which hinder the implementation of
an information process. In this respect, it
covers new features for information sys-
tem modeling. Whereas traditional business
modeling tools like ARIS [33] or IDEF [34]
mainly focus on the optimization and re-
design of business processes on a small-
grained level including aspects of time and
available resources, our approach concen-
trates on an architectural level looking at the

IT infrastructure. For it, the analysis does
not include process instances and their
variability. Even if this approach originates
in the scope of the 3LGM2 research activ-
ities it may be applicable to other ap-
proaches if the necessary concepts can be
modeled.

Particularly to answer questions like
those mentioned in the introduction, our ap-
proach can be useful because the necessary
analysis of the hospital information system
can be done (semi-)automatically, provided
that there is a tool available which imple-
ments the algorithm. The user should be
able to analyze the model interactively from
several points of view without being forced
to know the underlying algorithm. For this
reason, the 3LGM2 tool which supports
modeling of hospital information systems
was extended. Each 3LGM2 model created
with the 3LGM2 tool provides the in-
formation necessary for that algorithm.

The definition of information processes
restricts the common interpretation of the
concept ‘business process’as we just look at
the information processing aspects of enter-
prise functions as well as information-based
dependencies between enterprise functions.
Other events like the availability of physical
resources or the termination of activities are
not considered as these kinds of events are
outside the scope of our approach.

Within a hospital information system
this approach will mainly be used for docu-
mentation and presentation purposes. Par-
ticularly if a communication server is in-
stalled, the communication paths at least for
the computer-based part of the information
system are rather clearly defined. The vis-
ualization may nevertheless help to get a
better insight. It will even be more interest-
ing if we look at regional health information
systems (rHIS) which in most cases do not
have any integration engines to control the
communication between the components
involved. In this context, an analysis if e.g. a
digital image of an modality located in hos-
pital A can be transported to the diagnosing
system of hospital B may facilitate the over-
all planning of the rHIS (also see [35]).

Furthermore, the algorithm presented is
suitable to answer further questions of com-
munication and data quality, e.g. the suit-
ability of a hospital information system

architecture to ensure data integrity. Data
integrity is especially at risk if the same data
are redundantly stored in different database
systems and/or if multiple application sys-
tems are allowed to modify the same data. In
this case, every activity which changes data
must be followed by a set of communication
activities to update all database systems
storing these data. On an architectural level,
our algorithm can detect if these communi-
cation activities can be carried out, provided
that the underlying 3LGM2 model keeps in-
formation about which data are stored in
which database systems and which appli-
cation components are permitted to update
which data. 3LGM2 offers the required con-
cepts and relations.

Admittedly, as an analysis tool our ap-
proach offers no solutions to ensure data in-
tegrity on a semantic or technical level. For
this, we need, on the one hand data diction-
aries and terminology servers as integral
parts of an information system and, on the
other hand techniques for the management
of distributed database systems. Unfor-
tunately, both are not yet in wide-spread use
in the health information systems area.
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